In the mobile Internet of Things (IoT), dynamic community discovery has attracted increasing attention, because it can provide strong reliability and security for mobile IoT applications, such as data forwarding or fusion. However, when building community structures, most traditional global detection methods only focus on the encounter ratio between nodes and need to have holistic cognition for the whole network structure information. Thus, in IoT applications with large-scale or incomplete structures, there are deficiencies, such as lower security and higher time complexity. This paper proposes a detection scheme for dynamic trustworthiness overlapping community, called D2-TOC. This scheme first employs evidencebased data between node pairs, such as contact probability, recency, and service degree, to construct the trustworthiness relationships between devices and the network model of mobile IoT, which can provide the security guarantee for data interaction from the start. Second, the D2-TOC uses optimized random walks and seeds expansion methods to fulfill the initialization and evolution of overlapping communities, which avoids the high temporal and spatial complexity generated by global community detection. Finally, the experimental results have proven that, in mobile IoT scenarios, our D2-TOC algorithm has a better performance than the DEMON, Kim-Han, LFM, and UEOC in accuracy and efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the emergence and development of the Internet of Things (IoT), which is a hybrid communication network that will keep all objects in life be in the network coverage by 2020 via the Internet [1] , has brought significant convenience and quality promotion to our daily lives. Cisco [2] noted that: by the end of 2016, global mobile data traffic reached 7.2 exabytes per month, and this number will increase 7 times by 2021; meanwhile, everyone will has 1.5 mobile connection devices on average. In all mobileconnected devices, "smart" devices account for nearly three fourths, and some new concepts are initiated, such as smart cities, intelligent transportation, smart environmental monitoring and smart homes. Apparently, mobile intelligent devices will occupy a more critical position in the future IoT scenarios, and mobile IoT will be the focus of many researchers.
A. MOTIVATIONS
Dynamics and heterogeneity are the main features of the mobile IoT. Social relationships between devices can play a big role in many IoT applications such as data fusion or forwarding. Frequently interacting devices can form strong community structures, and two devices in the same community have higher trust in each other than those in different communities. Meanwhile, one device may be divided into different communities simultaneously because of its activity in many fields, which impels the emergence of overlapping community structures. As the network evolves with time, the community structures will also change correspondingly. To date, many studies have been devoted to developing dynamic overlapping community discovery methods such as [3] - [17] , which will be analyzed in detail in the section II. Nevertheless, most of these existing methods have limitations in some ways as follows.
1) Most previous algorithms focused on global community discovery based on the network structure partition, such as edge clustering analysis, spectral methods, label propagation algorithms, clique-based methods and hierarchical clustering algorithms. However, for large or incomplete IoT complex network structures, because global community discovery needs to confirm the entire network information, it is not suitable for research in the current mobile IoT situations.
2) The trustworthiness between devices can be reflected by many factors, such as the link structure usually embodied by the encounter frequency between devices or the content of networks (e.g, edge content), which are good for data security and privacy protection. However, to simplify the calculation, most studies still did not consider any factors (e.g., the research under an undirected and unweighted graph model) or they only used the contact probability between devices to measure the trustworthiness, which deviates from the real IoT needs and will cause inaccurate results.
3) The formation of a community mainly depends on the interactions between devices and can be measured via their trust relationships. Regardless of the chosen trustworthiness factors, almost all related studies thought that the trustworthiness values between two arbitrary interactive devices are equal. However, in real mobile IoT applications, the trustworthiness between object P and object Q is not equal, namely, object P trusts object Q, but the latter does not necessarily trust the former. Therefore, it is not enough to consider only that two interactive devices have the same trustworthiness for each other.
B. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
To solve the above-mentioned problems and effectively discover the overlapping community structures in the mobile IoT, we present a dynamic trustworthiness overlapping community detection scheme (D2-TOC) based on improved random walks and seeds expansion algorithms. This scheme changes over time and pays close attention to the trustworthiness relationships between devices. In social psychology, the trustworthiness relationship is established via the interaction between humans. Usually, the more frequent the contact between two objects, the more familiar they are. The longer the two objects interact with each other, the closer they become. In addition, because the trust between businesspersons will improve with the number of successful transactions, we can measure the reliability of nodes according to their historical behavior. Therefore, in this paper, to protect privacy and shorten the gap between experiments and reality, we first choose the contact probability, the recency and the service degree as the metrics for estimating the relationships between nodes. Second, in real IoT applications, there is no peer to peer trust intensity between object P and object Q. Thus, this paper establishes the trustworthiness relationship of one device to the other by redefining the contact probability, the recency and the service degree between nodes, which makes the weighted directed graph as our network model. Based on the unidirectional trustworthiness relationships between devices, communities can be constructed. Third, considering the shortcomings of global community detection for large-scale or incomplete IoT complex network structures, we study dynamic community discovery based on local network information via using seeds expansion and random walks methods. That is to say, this paper mainly relies on the seed nodes screened in the network and constantly uses local information to select nodes from the network, and then joins them into the corresponding seed communities, finally achieves dynamic overlapping community structures. In this paper, our main tasks include the following three points.
•
A detection scheme of dynamic trustworthiness overlapping community, D2-TOC, is proposed for mobile IoT applications, and it is the first study that explores the security interaction between objects when building community structures.
Employing optimized random walks and seeds expansion algorithms to finish the initialization and evolution of communities, D2-TOC can be adapted to current large-scale or incomplete IoT complex structures via handling local information, and effectively avoid the deficiency of global community detection.
• The contact probability, the recency and the service degree between node pairs are employed to measure the unidirectional trustworthiness relationship between mobile devices. The contact probability reflects the familiarity between nodes, the recency helps to improve the integrity of data transmission, and the service degree can measure the reliability of nodes providing service. The three factors objectively enhance the trustworthiness of one device to the other. Using them to construct our network model can effectively avoid hacker attacks or virus infections and provide the most basic security guarantee for data communication in mobile IoT applications.
• The proposed D2-TOC scheme is evaluated by using several real-world datasets and comparing four well-known community detection algorithms that include DEMON [18] , LFM [19] , , and UEOC [21] . Extensive simulation results and theoretical analysis confirm the effectiveness of the D2-TOC scheme. Especially, in accuracy and efficiency, D2-TOC performs better than the other four algorithms. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss some previous related studies in Section II. In Section III, we first use a weighted directed graph to express the network model, and then build the measurement of the basic trustworthiness relationships between nodes. Section IV puts forward a dynamic overlapping community detection scheme based on optimized random walks and seeds expansion strategies. We set the experimental parameters and evaluate the performance of our dynamic overlapping community detection scheme in Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
At present, many global community detection methods based on network structure partition have been proposed to excavate the hidden structure and information of the community, such as [16] , [17] , and [22] - [28] . However, for large-scale or incomplete network structures in the complex IoT, it is almost impossible to achieve the global information in advance for community detection. Reference [29] reviewed state-of-the-art approaches for the detection overlapping communities, which were classified in different categories including seeds detection and local expansion methods, the partition and clustering of edge sets, and label propagation approaches. The seeds detection and local expansion method is best suited for local community detection.
Starting from the network seed nodes, local community detection methods continue to gather nodes from the network to form community structures via employing the communities' local information. Reference [12] first yielded a new method to choose good candidate seed sets, and then developed a novel overlapping community discovery algorithm for complex networks, which could find a hierarchical community structure. Although it was a static method, its seeds detection had a certain reference value. Reference [13] put forward an efficient overlapping community discovery algorithm that investigated the methods of finding good seed nodes in a graph, and determined the seeds and greedily expanded them in line with a community metric. Reference [30] selected the seeds using the idea of a cluster center and the principle of maximum degree. Reference [31] employed the random walks strategy to select seeds and used a static method to detect the disjoint communities. DEMON algorithm [18] saw all network nodes as seeds and extended every sub-community based on the neighbors, and then merged similar sub-communities. This algorithm had high time complexity. LFM [19] was a detection algorithm of overlapping communities based on local extension. If the joining of a node could increase the adaptive function value of a certain sub-community, LFM decided that it would join the sub-community. Its stability was very low. Reference [32] proposed a new random walks strategy to divide nodes into the most likely community, and it only performed better for smaller datasets. Reference [33] studied different topology networks and evaluated the performance of community detection algorithms in the light of topological changes. Reference [34] used random walks on the line graph and attraction intensity to propose a novel MCLC (Markov Chain and Link Clustering) method for identifying overlapping communities. In [21] and [35] - [38] , Jin et al. respectively adopted different methods, such as a Markov dynamics based algorithm [21] and an extended stochastic model method [36] , to find overlapping communities in complex networks. Based on random walks and seeds expansion, [39] presented an overlapping community detection algorithm. Under linear time complexity, it could accurately detect community nodes and divide overlapping communities. However, the studies just focused on the static overlapping community discovery, and in some studies such as [39] , the formation of the relations between nodes was uncertain because the network model was an undirected unweighted graph structure, which could not meet the complex relations between nodes and the characteristics of network structure changing with time in the IoT.
References [3] - [11] and [40] - [46] have shown the importance and necessity of studying dynamic community detection. Moreover, the increasing of the number of IoT devices brings huge impact on dynamic community partition based on the relationship between devices. Reference [10] thought it was difficult to aggregate the contact information into a single weighted or unweighted network, thus, by employing the pairwise contact process, they presented a transient community detection algorithm that mainly used a contactburst-based clustering method. Reference [11] leveraged the equivalent relation between evolutional nonnegative matrix factorization and evolutionary module density optimization to design a semi-supervised evolutional nonnegative matrix factorization scheme in order to identify dynamic evolution of complex network communities. Based on the intensity and frequency of inter object interaction and the overlapping degree between communities, [40] built a novel mathematical model to identify dynamic overlapping social network by analogizing with neural network. Reference [41] leveraged the concept of swarm intelligence system to propose a parallel self-organizing overlapping community detection (PSOCD) algorithm for large scale and complex dynamic networks. Reference [42] developed a new algorithm, iLCD (intrinsic Longitudinal Community Detection), to discovery dynamic overlapping communities for social networks. Reference [43] presented a unified framework, OCTracker, which used a newfangled density-based method to detect overlapping communities and automatically tracked evolutionary events of overlapping communities in online social networks. Reference [44] extended [43] and proposed the framework HOCTracker, which could dynamically identify the hierarchical and overlapping community structures for online social networks via employing the density-based approach and an efficient log-based approach. Reference [45] leveraged a game-theoretic technique that saw each node as a player to identify dynamic and static community structures for complex networks. Based on evolutionary cluster, [46] presented an effective algorithm to discovery the evolution of overlapping communities in a unified process. Besides, many latest studies like [47] - [50] also focused on sorts of measures which VOLUME 6, 2018 can solve the dynamic detection problem of overlapping communities efficiently in different IoT scenarios.
Although the above-mentioned methods improved the detection performance of dynamic overlapping communities for various network scenarios such as social networks and transient networks, they still existed many disadvantages and cannot meet the needs of large-scale community detection in complex IoT scenarios. Especially, overlapping community partition built on social relationship between nodes ignored the impact of malicious or selfish nodes that may result in the decreasing of the performance of IoT applications such as data transmission or fusion based on the community partition, lacked appropriate measurement of trustworthiness interaction between nodes. Reference [51] proposed that the forms of socialization among objects could represent the relationships between people, and there are many critical researches on the connection between trustworthiness and relationships. Fox example, both [52] and [53] demonstrated that the relationship and support from family members are stronger than acquaintances and friends. Reference [54] verified a fact that a close friend is more reliable than a complete stranger or an acquaintance. Reference [55] proposed that emotional support and trustworthiness are the basic conditions to create the strong groups, and [56] studied how the strong interaction ties for trustworthiness are embodied by the strong ties. Reference [57] presented seven social network analysis metrics that come from nodes' past social activities and then selected three metrics to calculate the tie strength between two nodes. Reference [58] selected the familiarity, the intimacy and the service degree as the trust relationship between nodes in opportunistic networks. Apparently, the trustworthiness between nodes can be decided by social relationships that consist of members' attributes of society. Reference [59] proposed a social trust-based opportunistic network trust model that evaluated the nodes' trust by employing their friendliness measured by the historical interactive information and their relationships between network topology structure and hop distance, and effectively resisted witch attack. For large-scale networks with millions of nodes, [60] only used two interaction factors between nodes (meaning contact probability and service degree) to assess their trustworthiness relationships, and [14] presented a new distributed calculation method using MapReduce to discover overlapping communities effectively. Different from the above algorithms, the greatest highlight in [14] and [60] was to define the direct edge communities.
Besides [14] and [60] , almost all other studies believed that the trust between nodes is equipotent. However, in the real world, it is impossible that there is the same trustworthy strength between object A and object B, which has also been confirmed in [61] . Therefore, for large-scale or implement network structure in complex IoT scenarios, this paper employs the inter devices' asymmetrical trustworthy relationship and the local community discovery method to construct dynamic overlapping community structures, called D2-TOC. D2-TOC first considers the contact probability, the recency and the service degree as factors to measure inter mobile devices' unidirectional trustworthy values, and builds the directed network model in IoT scenes. Then, D2-TOC uses optimized random walks and seeds expansion methods to realize local community detection based on seed nodes. D2-TOC is an accurate and effective community detection model and can ensure the security and efficiency of data service in IoT applications.
III. NETWORK MODEL
A network model is the basis of each study. Here, we construct a mobile IoT network model and give the measure method of inter devices trustworthiness.
A. DYNAMIC WEIGHTED DIRECTED GRAPH
We use a weighted directed graph as the network model, which evolves over time and is represented by Ģ =
Suppose u and v are any device at time t in the network, and they may be a mobile device or a network infrastructure device such as access point or router. V t means the node set and V t = {· · · , u, · · · , v, · · · }; E t means the edge set and E t = { < u, v > |u, v ∈ V t and u = v }; W t means the edges' weighted set such as u → v at time t and W t = { w t uv |u, v ∈ V t and < u, v >∈ E t }, which value is based on contact probability, recency and service degree that will be provided in next section; C t represents the subcommunity set at time t and C t = {c t 1 , c t 2 , · · · , c t m , · · · }, and allowing c t m ∩ c t n = φ. Note that V t , E t , W t and C t all evolve over time. Apparently, G t also evolve over time and represents the network snapshot at time t, and Ģ is a set of network snapshots within a continuous time series. The dynamic weighted directed graph well reflects the dynamic changes of community division and really embodies the actual mobile IoT scenarios. Some main notations are listed in Table 1 .
B. UNIDIRECTIONAL TRUSTWORTHINESS FACTORS BETWEEN NODES
Usually, the relation strength between two objects is determined via using four main factors such as the contact probability, the contact duration, the interactive time and the duration of a relationship. The literature [57] put forward seven factors including the probability, the longevity, the intimacy, the reciprocity, the trust, the recency and multiple social backgrounds to measure it. Therefore, the combinations with different factors can be chosen to represent the inter nodes' trustworthiness according to the needs of different studies.
Reference [62] proposed that "the frequency that persons interact with one another is positively proportional to their sentiments of friendship for one another", which reflects the inter nodes' contact probability has a very important effect on measuring the trustworthiness relationships between node pairs. However, in general networks, there may be a similar contact probability between different nodes and a certain node, which makes the contact probability not fully measure the trust relationship among nodes. There are two main reasons. One is that malicious or selfish nodes may have higher contact probability with normal nodes because they are constantly moving in the real scenes, and then they will defraud the trust of normal nodes. Another reason is to ensure that there is enough time to transmit data between two nodes. The longer the connection time between nodes is, the higher the integrity of data transmission is. Furthermore, [63] presented that "the important contacts should have interacted with a user recently". Thus, the trustworthiness relationship between nodes can be described more accurately via using the contact probability and the recency. In addition, malicious devices may employ instantaneous false information to disrupt IoT applications (e.g., data forwarding), and selfish nodes may refuse to provide IoT sharing services such as forwarding packets. The above phenomena imply that it is not enough to merely using the recency and the contact probability to measure the trustworthiness relationship between nodes. Nodal service degree reflects the reliability of a node in IoT applications by estimating its ability to receive packets and forward packets, and it can efficiently identify malicious or selfish nodes.
Therefore, this study uses the contact probability, the recency and the service degree to express the trustworthiness strength (namely, the weight of directed edges), which guarantees the trustworthiness of the inter nodes' relationships. Many studies, such as [62] - [68] , have explored the three factors, however, it does not meet the requirements of the actual IoT scenarios in terms of their definitions. Here, we try to redefine them based on real IoT situations.
1) CONTACT PROBABILITY
At a certain time, contact probability between device u and v depends on the number of their interactions in a setting period, which is gained by calculating the number of inter devices' interactions. Suppose t is the sliding window length (0 ≤ t < t), then the probability of u contacting v at time t, (u, v) t , is shown in Equation (1).
where a(u, v) t t− t is explained in Table 1 and represents the number of interactions between device u and v at time t; u is any one device node in V t at time t, and a (u, u ) t t− t denotes the overall number of interactions between u and all devices at time t. Obviously, 0 ≤ (u, v) t ≤ 1.
2) RECENCY
According to the analysis principles of social networks, the recency represents how recently node u has encountered node v and depends on the connection time length between nodes. The recency of u to v at time t, (u, v) t , is defined as Equation (2).
where b(u, v) t t− t represents the connection time length between node u and v at time t; u is any one node in V t at time t, and b (u, u ) t t− t denotes the overall connection time length between u and all nodes in the network at time t. Then 0 ≤ (u, v) t ≤ 1.
3) SERVICE DEGREE
Service degree reflects the forwarding reliability of nodes based on the analysis principles of the mobile IoT, and it can effectively distinguish normal nodes and malicious or selfish nodes. The service degree provided to v by u at time t, ℵ(u, v) t , can be calculated according to Equation (3) .
where f (u, v) t t− t represents the number of packets forwarded by u for v at time t; f (u, u ) t t− t represents the total number of packets received by u from all devices in the network at time t (u is any one node in V t );
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C. MEASUREMENT OF THE TRUSTWORTHINESS STRENGTH BETWEEN NODES
The trustworthiness strength between nodes depends on the different trustworthiness factors. Therefore, according to the contact probability, the recency and the service degree between nodes at time t, we can use weight summation to obtain each edge weight in the network snapshot. For instance, w t uv , the weight of edge < u, v > at time t, is given in Equation (4).
where w t uv represents the trustworthiness strength of u to v at time t. α, β and γ are the weight coefficients of the contact probability, the recency and the service degree respectively and meet α + β + γ = 1 (0 ≤ α, β, γ ≤ 1). The three coefficients mean that the three factors such as recency have different importance in the measurement of trustworthiness, respectively. Because the trustworthiness between nodes is based on the three different social attributes of nodes, we consider assigning weights according to the following Equations (5) and (6).
In the three trustworthiness factors, the service degree not only describes social characteristic of devices but also can gradually distinguish between normal and abnormal devices, and has the greatest contribution to the trustworthiness strength between nodes. Thus, to embody certain subjectivity of the trustworthiness evaluation, γ can be assigned beforehand when determining the three weight coefficients. In addition, the contact probability and the recency between nodes both are different, nodes will emphasize different social attributes to the trustworthiness strength of other nodes. Here, taking advantage of the degree of preference of different nodes to the contact probability and the recency, α and β are assigned according to the contact probability and the recency of nodes. Apparently, all the elements w t uv (w t uv ∈ [0, 1]) in W t can be employed to measure the trustworthiness relationship between nodes and form a weighted adjacent matrix.
IV. DYNAMIC DETECTION OF TRUSTWORTHINESS OVERLAPPING COMMUNITY (D2-TOC)
We first introduce D2-TOC implementation framework in IoT scenarios in this section. Then, some objects related to D2-TOC implementation are defined. Next, we give the initialization process of D2-TOC scheme at time t. Four, we introduce the evolution of D2-TOC at time t + 1, that well reflects the dynamic characteristic of mobile IoT scenarios. Finally, we analyze the time and space complexities of D2-TOC.
A. D2-TOC FRAMEWORK
Many IoT applications in different domains such as mobile healthcare, industrial automation and traffic management, can realize content sharing and data forwarding or fusion because it is easy to access and interact with all kinds of devices, for example, monitoring sensors, display, vehicles, home appliances, actuators, surveillance cameras, and so on. The aim of community detection is to provide more reliable services for these applications in the hybrid IoT scenes. For example, the urban traffic management is a typical IoT application. Ideally, it can collect, transmit and aggregate local traffic data depending on smart handheld devices, vehicles and roadside preset devices, thus realizing real-time analysis and dredging for road conditions. However, the IoT scenarios that are similar to the urban traffic system usually have incomplete network information, where the devices move frequently. Usually, in the IoT scenarios that are similar to the urban traffic system, the devices move frequently, the networks have incomplete structure information, and data transmission between devices mainly depends on the network structure information and the interaction between nodes. However, it is not easy to have an overall understanding for the whole network structure in advance; furthermore, the inappropriate definition of the relationship between nodes may result in low transmission efficiency or privacy disclosure. Therefore, in order for the data to be sent to the convergence center safely and quickly, based on the idea of dynamic community discovery and the unidirectional trustworthiness relationship between devices, we present the D2-TOC scheme. D2-TOC employs the local community detection method to execute the discovery, expansion, mining and optimization of the community from the selected seed nodes, and make nodes with certain movement rules form reliable sub-community structure, which can provide more secure and reliable technical support for traffic information transmission. The D2-TOC framework is shown in Fig.1 .
It is generally known that the network community extraction or division is an NP-hard problem, and a lot of studies have put forward different valid methods to finish the optimal detection of network communities. However, due to specific environmental constraints, many methods still have room for improvement. Thus, D2-TOC scheme is designed for the current IoT applications as shown in Fig.1 . It is built on the unequal trustworthiness relationship between nodes in Section III.B, and its implementation includes two phases that is the initialization and evolution of trustworthiness overlapping community discovery, respectively. The former mainly leverages optimized seeds expansion method to accomplish the initialization tasks, including the parts B and C of Section IV. The latter includes the part D of Section IV and mainly employs random walks method to finish the evolution tasks over time.
B. RELATED OBJECTS
It is not appropriate to design IoT community discovery schemes via using a network model based on the equal trustworthiness relationship between devices. Here, we employ a weighted directed network model to develop dynamic detection scheme of overlapping communities in IoT applications, and need to redefine the following necessary concepts before calculation.
1) TRANSITION PROBABILITY MATRIX
In the actual IoT scenarios, the probability walking randomly to the neighbors of a device is not equal. In this paper, to better extract real community structures, we leverage the weights of edges to build the transition probability matrix P t shown in Equation (7) .
where K is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements equal to K (u, u) = v w t uv and all off-diagonal elements equal to zero. The element P t uv in P t denotes the probability of node u randomly walking one-step to v.
2) RATING MATRIX
After executing l steps random walks, suppose that P t is labeld as P l t , and then the rating matrix R t is defined as Equation (8) .
where each element r t uv in R t indicates the rating obtained by node u after it executes l steps random walks to v. The closer the connection between u and v is, the higher r t uv value is.
3) COMMUNITY'S NEIGHBOUR SET
Assume c t m represents the m-th community at the time t, and ϑ(u) = {v|v ∈ V t , < u, v >∈ E t or < v, u >∈ E t } represents the neighbour set of u. Then, community's neighbour set CNS(c t m ) as shown in Equation (9) . . Their values correspond to the sum of elements or elements in P t . Then, the similarity between node and community SNC(u, c t m ) as shown in Equation (10) .
Apparently, the greater the possibility node u belongs to the community c t m is, the bigger SNC(u, c t m ) value is. Assume the threshold of SNC(u, c t m ) is δ. When SNC(u, c t m ) > δ, the node u will be joined into the community c t m .
5) SIMILARITY BETWEEN TWO COMMUNITIES
Suppose |c t m | and |c t n | denote the number of nodes in c t m and c t n , respectively; |overlap(c t m , c t n )| says the number of common nodes between c t m and c t n . Then, the similarity between two communities SCC(c t m , c t n ) as shown in Equation (11) .
Seen from Equation (11), the higher the similarity between community c t m and c t n is, the higher the value of SCC(c t m , c t n ) is. This study sets a merging threshold λ. If λ is smaller than the similarity value of two communities, then they will be merged.
6) ADAPTIVE FUNCTION
Suppose g t is a subgraph of network snapshot at time t; d in g t and d out g t represent the internal degrees' sum and the external degrees' sum of g t , respectively, which both correspond to the sum of elements in P t ; ρ (ρ > 0) is set to limit the size of detected community. Then, the adaptive function f g t as shown in Equation (12) .
C. THE INITIALIZATION OF D2-TOC BASED ON SEEDS EXPANSION
In this part, we will finish the partition of mobile IoT overlapping communities at the initial timestamp via using node-clustering method, including the following steps. First, we use inter nodes' unidirectional trustworthy factors in Section III.B to measure the weights of edges that are the elements in the adjacent matrix W t . Second, based on W t , a corresponding transition probability matrix can be obtained. Next, according to the detection requirements of overlapping communities in D2-TOC, some objects are defined in advance. Finally, forming the initial community structures of D2-TOC. Therefore, according to the idea of local seed community expansion and random walks, the D2-TOC initialization phase consists of four steps, which are seed communities' detection, similar seed communities' merging, communities' expansion mining and communities set' optimization in turn. The main implementation process of D2-TOC initialization is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Initial Overlapping Community Detection
Input: network graph model G t = (V t , E t , W t , C t ); the threshold of similarity between node and community δ; the threshold of similarity between communities λ; positive real number parameters z 1 , z 2 ; free node set FV t ; Output: the community set C t at initial time t. 1 S = sCD(G t , δ, z 1 ); //Detection of seed communities 2 S1 = sCM (S, λ); //Merging of similar seeds communities 3 C = cE(G t , S1, z 2 ); //Expansion mining of communities 4 C t = cOpt(FV t , C ); //Optimization of community set 5 return C t ;
The four functions of D2-TOC initialization are as follows.
1) DETECTION OF SEED COMMUNITIES
In mobile IoT, a local community can be formed according to some seed nodes and their neighbor nodes, and the selection of seed nodes directly determines the accuracy of local community detection. In this paper, based on inter nodes' unidirectional trustworthy relationship, we improve the method of finding seeds based on random walks [30] . First, according to the transition probability matrix and Equation (8), we can obtain every node's rating value when it walks into the l steps at random and then goes back to itself. Then, we order every node's rating value in descending order and choose the first z 1 nodes with the largest score as initial seeds. Next, we can employ Equation (10) to find out the nodes in the neighborhoods of the initial seed communities which similarity with seed communities SNC is greater than the threshold δ, and then get the initial seed communities via merging these nodes with initial seeds. The pseudo is described in detail in Algorithm 2.
2) MERGING OF SIMILAR SEED COMMUNITIES
For the detection results of seed communities in Algorithm 2, there may be a higher similarity between two seed communities because seed communities are built on the seeds chosen from the whole networks. Therefore, to avoid unnecessary duplication in the seeds expansion stage, it is necessary to merge the initial seed communities with relatively Communities sCD(G t , δ, z 1 ) Input: 
Algorithm 2 Detection of Seed
high similarity. The merging operation is very simple. We first use Equation (11) to calculate the similarity between seed communities SCC, and then merge the two communities if SCC is greater than the threshold λ. Finally, we can get more stable and compact seed communities set. The pseudo is shown in Algorithm 3.
3) EXPANSION MINING OF COMMUNITIES
Based on the merging results of similar seed communities, the next step is to carry out the expansion of the communities. The idea of expansion is: First, we get the neighbors set NB i of every seed community, employ Equation (10) to calculate the similarity between every node in NB i and the seed community, and select the first z 2 nodes with the largest similarity value. Second, we use Equation (12) to compute the adaption values of these nodes after they join into the local community, and let the nodes that can make the adaption value increasing really join into the local community, otherwise, put them as free nodes in the network. Third, we update NB i and continue to repeat the above steps until NB i is null. Its pseudo is as follows.
4) OPTIMIZATION OF COMMUNITIES SET
In the process of community expansion, there may be free nodes in the network that do not belong to any community, and there may be the communities with high similarity in the communities set. Therefore, we need to optimize the communities set. The optimization includes two steps. The first, we must calculate the similarity between the nodes and the communities, and respectively divide every free node into the community that has the biggest similarity with the free node. The second, we compute the similarity between communities based on Equation (10) and merge the communities with high similarity, which is similar with Algorithm 3 besides the set elements are different. Finally, the results of network community detection are gained. The pseudo of this process is shown in Algorithm 5.
Algorithms 2 to 5 are the main functions to complete the overlapping community initialization. The kernel steps of the D2-TOC initialization are the detection of seed communities (Algorithm 2) and the expansion mining of communities (Algorithm 4). In Algorithm 2, the initial seeds can be first found via leveraging random walks method, then, selecting adjacent nodes that are closely linked to each seed to construct the corresponding seed communities. Algorithm 4 mainly finish the partition of overall network communities, and the process includes: 1) choosing the nodes with maximum similarity via using the information provided by neighbors or local nodes; 2) computing and optimizing local adaptive functions; 3) joining selected nodes into the corresponding communities. In short, using each neighbor set to expand the corresponding seed community, finally we can obtain the overlapping communities. However, the initialization operation of D2-TOC recognizes merely the community structures on a certain timestamp, which does not conform to the dynamic characteristics of mobile IoT applications. Therefore, we will extend the algorithm in the next section.
D. THE EVOLUTION OF D2-TOC BASED ON RANDOM WALKS
As time goes on, compared to the previous timestamp, some nodes may join into or leave from the communities, which makes the number of nodes and edges in communities change continually. Therefore, the emergence and removal of edges or nodes is the key to the study of community evolution, and it is very similar to the sliding window in data flow clustering. Because merely considering a type of node in D2-TOC network model, we can use the changes of node's neighbors to reflect the updating of edges. It simplifies the calculations because we just need to focus on the variation in the historical behavior and number of nodes from the previous timestamp to the current timestamp. Assume that V old t represents the set of existed nodes with changing behavior at time t and V new t represents the new emergence nodes' set, and then, at the current time t, the changed nodes set V = V new t ∪ V old t (the union of V new t and V old t ). Apparently, the communities' evolution is similar to the information changes in sliding window, and the next main goal is to distinguish the community labels for V .
Employing random walks method to measure efficiently the proximity has been found in many studies. For example, [10] leveraged the label propagation process in the random walks of nodes to finish node clustering based on proximity. To find all cluster labels for every elements in V at time t, we will execute χ random walks on the basis of the updated P t . For example, suppose v is one element in V , a walker for v can jump to one of its neighbors based on the corresponding probability value in P t , and complete χ hops via repeating the above operation. Note that it is a random walk process. Thus, it will execute χ * κ hops if there exists κ random walks. To avoid being trapped in the VOLUME 6, 2018 dead cycle caused by high probability nodes in the process of random walk, each jumping is constrained that the next hop node cannot be the starting node of its previous hop. Simply speaking, there is no direct loop line between two nodes in random walks. Furthermore, in the process of random walks, the communities each node in V belongs to are determined by the number of the node encountering each community. We use their middle value as the threshold, and a node can be marked by using the label of a community if their encounter number is the threshold. The main cause why this paper uses the mean value theorem is to rapidly finish the detection of overlapping communities for the changed nodes, because it can shield the communities with fewer encounters in the nodes' random walks process in advance and reduce the running time of the algorithms. This conclusion will be validated in Section V.D. Algorithm 6 shows the pseudo code for clustering all changed nodes at each timestamp (t > 1).
After running Algorithm 6, the ideal status is that all nodes in V would be divided into corresponding communities. Nevertheless, if a certain walker in χ * κ hops just meets some unclassified nodes in V , it is easy to cause some nodes in V not to be assigned community labels. Therefore, the study firstly labels the first unclassified node in V via using a new community label. Secondly, according to the results of their random walks, the rest can be deduced by analogy. For example, the community label has been marked with a maximum of 8 at current, we will assign 9 to the first unclassified element, and number 9 will become the largest community label. Accordingly, we can discover new communities according to this method. However, if V at time t contains all element nodes in a community with label at time t − 1 (suppose the community label is 4), then the community label 4 should be cancelled at time t. The situation of community dissolving can be well handled by Step 1
Algorithm 6 The Changed Nodes Clustering
Input: the set of changed nodes V ; the transition probability matrix P t ; the length of random walks χ; the total number of random walks κ; the meeting times set ψ(v, c t m ); Output: the cluster tags of each node in V . 1 Assign the unclassified labels to each node in V ; 2 n ← the number of the nodes in V ; 3 for i = 1 to n do 4 for j = 1 to κ do; 5 perform χ random walks for u i by employing P t ; 6 endfor; 7 ψ(u i , c t m ) ← the number of times of c t m encountered by u i ; 8 compute the mean value mid_val between the minimum value and the maximum value in ψ(u i , c t m ); 9 mark u i with the community labels which values in ψ(u i , c t m ) are larger than mid_val; 10 endfor 11 return V ; in Algorithm 6. Obviously, the evolution algorithm of D2-TOC scheme can automatically handle the existed communities' dissolution and the new communities' generation. Up to now, our D2-TOC scheme finishes the dynamic detection of trustworthy overlapping communities at every timestamp.
E. D2-TOC COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
It may be lead to loss of accuracy to execute seeds expansion and random walks in D2-TOC because of calculating the paths from the active nodes initially; however, reducing the computational burden evidently is still one of their notable advantages. It is because that D2-TOC scheme does not need to regroup communities for nodes that have not changed, and repartitioning operations will result in great burden for the system due to heavy matrix computation (e.g, recomputing P t and R t ).
Theorem 1: The space and time complexity of our D2-TOC scheme both are about O(m 2 ) under the premise that the network graph contains m nodes and n edges at time t.
Proof: At time t, if there are n edges and m nodes in the network, the space complexity of D2-TOC is determined by the space consumed by the following operations. The first is to store the related probability matrix which space complexity is O(m 2 ); The second is to merge the similar seed communities (Algorithm 3). If there are s seed communities after running Algorithm 2 and the average number of all subcommunities' nodes is a, the space complexity of merging operation is O(sa). Then, in the seed community expansion process (Algorithm 4), the third is to store the neighbors set of every seed which space complexity is O(ms). In Algorithm 5, if the number of free nodes is f , the fourth is to handle free nodes and merging of communities, which space complexity is O(m). Finally, in the community evolution (Algorithm 6), the fifth is to handle the changed nodes, which space complexity is O(f ). Apparently, due to m is significantly more than a, s and f , the whole space complexity of D2-TOC is O(m 2 + sa + ms + m + f ) ≈ O(m 2 ). Suppose that d represents the average degree of the overall network, clearly, d = 2n/m when the network contains n edges and m nodes at time t. Now, the time complexity of D2-TOC is also determined by sorts of operations in Algorithms 2 to 6. In Algorithm 2, we need to initialize adjacency matrix, calculate rating matrix and creat seed communities + s 2 ) . In summary, the time complexity of Algorithm 1, namely that of the initialization operations of D2-TOC communities, is about O(m 2 ). In addition, If we take a total of κ random walks, and walk χ steps each time, then the time complexity of Algorithm 6, namely that of the evolution operations of D2-TOC communities, is O(f κχ + f 2 ). In mobile IoT applications, the parameters n, κ and χ are usually far less than m, Thus, the overall time complexity of D2-TOC is approximately equal to O(m 2 ).
After the above reasoning, it is obvious that the time complexity and space complexity of our D2-TOC scheme are only related to the number of nodes in the network, and they are both approximately equal to O(m 2 ).
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A. SIMULATION SETTINGS
To validate the effectiveness of our proposed D2-TOC scheme, this paper tests it on some widely used real-world networks as well as the synthetic networks. The experiments are executed in Matlab R2017b based on the environment with CPU 3.40G, RAM 16G and 64 bits Windows OS.
In most cases, the smaller ρ (e.g. ρ < 0.5) in Equation (9) is, all nodes will be easy to converge to one community that is the network prototype; the larger ρ (e.g. ρ > 2), there will be easy to produce too many small communities. Therefore, in all experiments of this article, ρ = 1 is a natural choice, because it refers to the ratio of the external degree to overall degree of the community. Furthermore, in a subcommunity, the maximum number of nodes is set to 80 and nodes' minimum number is set to 20; In Algorithm 2, δ = 0.7, z 1 and z 2 is the first 30 percent of the total number of nodes; In Algorithm 3, λ = 0.65. Specially, every node's degree represents the sum of its internal and external degrees.
1) SYNTHETIC NETWORKS
In [69] , based on their previous proposed LFR benchmark, Lancichinetti and Fortunato propose a synthetic benchmark to measure community discovery algorithms on directed and weighted graphs with overlapping communities . This paper chooses it to generate a synthetic IoT scenario and validate the effectiveness of D2-TOC. We simulate the network dynamics via creating continuous graph snapshots for the network, that is to say, we first choose some nodes from every community randomly, and then deleting them from their original communities, finally joining them into different other communities randomly. The symbols, names and values of parameters in this experiment are shown in Table 2 .
2) REAL-WORLD NETWORKS
In terms of some topological properties, there may be a big difference between real networks and synthetic networks. Therefore, to further validate the performance of D2-TOC, we consider the following several real-world networks that are some typical datasets for the collaboration network or mobile social network that is one of the IoT scenarios.
a: DBLP
Its data mainly comes from 11 premier international conferences from 2001 to 2011. It built the relationship model between authors, where the authors mean the nodes and the co-author relationships between authors represent the edges. To simplify calculation, the experiments only select the authors who had published more than or equal to 5 papers and their relationships to validate the performance of all algorithms, therefore, it exists 2554 authors (nodes) and 9963 collaborations (edges). We think that the author A contacts the author B once if A published one paper as the first author while B was one of co-authors of this paper, and the number of papers published by B as the first author is used to calculate the service degree provided by B to A. When A is the first author, the time difference between the first and last cooperation between B and A is used to compute the recency provided by B to A. In addition, the dataset is divided into VOLUME 6, 2018 3 dynamic communities because the researches are included in three major fields, and it is divided into 11 timestamps based on the partition of years.
b: REDDIT
It records the reviews for different articles between August 25, 2012 and August 31, 2012. The data contents consist of three fields that are the reddit username, the review article name and the review time, respectively. In fact, Reddit does not contain specific comments. Therefore, we suppose that user u and v contact once if they reviewed the same article before time t. Furthermore, to obtain the service degree provided by a certain user, we randomly construct the reviews' forwarding among users, and the time difference between the first and last forwarding is used to calculate the recency. Science, movies and politics, three sub-forums are included in the dataset, and overall 23371 valid users took part in the discussions, generating 38939 edges.
c: DOLPHINS
It is a social network based on the intimacy between 62 dolphins and is often used to verify the effectiveness of community discovery algorithms. The entire Dolphin network contains 62 nodes and 160 edges, and is divided into 2 communities based on the sex. The links among members within the community are relatively tight, and the links between communities are relatively few.
d: POLBOOKS
This network reflects the buying relationships between books related to American politics, and contains 105 nodes and 441 edges. Each node represents a book, and the edge between two nodes means that these two books are often purchased by the same crowd. From the perspective of political books, the network is divided into 3 communities that are the freedom, the neutrality and the conservatism, respectively.
e: JAZZ
It represents the performance data records of online jazz bands, including mainly the partnerships between 198 executive bands from 1912 to 1940. Obviously, the dataset consists of 198 nodes, each of which corresponds to a band. The edges between the nodes represent the cooperation between the two bands has existed, totalling 5,484 edges. The network has no specific result of community partition.
B. ALGORITHM COMPARISON
To assess the accuracy and effectiveness of D2-TOC algorithm, we compare it against DEMON [18] , LFM [19] , Kim-Han [20] and UEOC [21] , four well-known and typical overlapping community detection algorithms for complex networks. DEMON considered all nodes in the entire network as the seeds, and then extended communities based on their neighbors and merged similar communities. LFM determined whether a node would be a community according to the fitness function of this community. Kim-Han method is the most well-known algorithm for evolutionary clustering. UEOC is a Markov dynamics based algorithm and uses a Markov random walks method with a constraint strategy to unfold the community and continually identify each natural overlapping community.
In the experiments, all parameters in these comparison algorithms are given the recommended values in the corresponding literatures. For example, α = 1.2 for LFM, e = 0.5 for DEMON, µ t = 2 for Kim-Han, and l = 20 for UEOC.
C. METRICS
We use four metrics to evaluate the accuracy and effectiveness of D2-TOC. These metrics are Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [11] , Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [70] and Extended Modularity (EQ) [71] , which can evaluate the accuracy of community detection, and Running Time (RT) which evaluates its efficiency. The first two metrics are used to measure the networks with known community structures in advance while EQ is mainly used to measure the networks with unknown community structures.
1) NORMALIZED MUTUAL INFORMATION
Based on the ground-truth labeling, NMI is usually used to measure the clustering quality. Suppose that the benchmark result is X and the proposed D2-TOC result is Y at each timestamp, then the NMI score N (X |Y ) between X and Y , shown in Equation (13), can be used to validate the goodness of fit for D2-TOC. (13) where N (X |Y ) ∈ [0, 1], and it is a positive proportional relationship between NMI value and the performance of community detection method; X is the results of standard community division and |X | is the number of communities in X ; Y is the results of the community division obtained by the D2-TOC and |Y | is the number of communities in Y ; A is a confusion matrix, in which rows are X and columns are Y ; A i• and A •j are the sum of the i − th row and the sum of the j − th column, respectively.
2) RUNNING TIME
RT is the time that it takes to evaluate the efficiency of the entire network stream, and it is computed by using the Equation (14) . (14) where T finish refers to the algorithm finishing time, and T start denotes the algorithm starting time.
3) ADJUSTED RAND INDEX
ARI compares the similarities of the community results between the experimental partitioning and the actual partitioning by measuring whether each point pair is consistent under different community partitioning. Compared with the traditional evaluation indicators RI (Rand Index), ARI has a better degree of discrimination for test results. The computation of ARI is shown in the Equation (15) .
n 00 [(n 11 +n 01 )+(n 11 +n 10 )] 2(n 11 +n 01 )(n 11 +n 10 ) − 1 (15) where n 11 represents the number of point pairs belonging to the same community in both the real community partition and the experimental community partition; n 00 represents the number of point pairs that do not belong to the same community in both the real community partition and the experimental community partition; n 10 represents the number of point pairs that belong to the same community in the real community partition and do not belong to the same community in the experimental community partition; n 01 represents the number of node pairs that do not belong to the same community in the real community partition and belong to the same community in the experimental community partition. The maximum ARI value is 1, indicating that the community partition of the experiment is exactly the same with that of the actual partition.
4) EXTENDED MODULARITY
EQ is proposed to evaluate the overlapping community structure quality and can be seen as the metric to evaluate the partition of the real-world networks with unknown community structures, and it is computed by using the Equation (16) .
where m is the total number of edges in the network; C h is the h − th community and |C| is the number of the obtained communities; M ij is used to judge whether the link between node i and j exists or not, if it exists, then M ij = 1, else M ij = 0; d i represents the degree of i and N i represents the number of communities with i. Apparently, the closer the value of EQ is to 1, the better the quality of the divided network communities.
D. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 1) SENSITIVITY TO PARAMETERS a: RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF SERVICE DEGREE
The relative importance of service degree directly affects the performance of the D2-TOC. To find out the most appropriate proportion of the factor, we first set η to 0.2 and 0.6, respectively. Then, we set both χ and κ to 90. Finally, we test the performance of the D2-TOC scheme via continually changing the weight coefficient of the service degree. Fig.2, Fig.3 and Fig.4 show the experimental results, respectively. Based on the different percentage parameters of the service degree, Fig.2 of γ value, NMI scores first rise and then drop, and the turning point is just γ = 0.5. It fully explains the importance and feasibility of the service degree used as a trustworthiness metric between nodes. In Fig.2(a) , the differences of NMI values between "γ = 0.3" and "γ = 0.7", between "γ = 0.1" and "γ = 0.9", and between "γ = 0" and "γ = 1" all are little. With the number of nodes increasing, the advantage of "γ = 0.5" is always obvious, and the NMI with "γ = 0.3" starts to be better than that with "γ = 0.7" when the number of nodes is about 6000, and NMI scores when "γ = 0.1" are better than that with "γ = 0.9" on the whole. Furthermore, with the number of nodes increasing, the gap of NMI scores between nearly all γ values gradually narrows except "γ = 1", which is because the system only considers the service degree as the trustworthiness factor between nodes when "γ = 1" and fully ignores the integrity and efficiency of data transmission. In Fig.2(b) , the comparative results between different γ values are similar with that in Fig.2(a) . When "γ = 0.5", the advantage of NMI is always the most prominent in all γ values, however, it only has a weak advantage compared to those when "γ = 0.1, 0.3, 0.7 and 0.9", and they are not very different. Meanwhile, it is far higher than that with "γ = 0 and 1", which main cause is that malicious or selfish nodes cannot be well identified because the service degree is not used when "γ = 0", and the efficiency and integrity of data forwarding is ignored when "γ = 1". Fig.3(a) , with the number of nodes changing, all the running time curves show an increasing trend, and their values are very close. Nevertheless, although all curves in Fig.3(b) also show the increasing trend, they are divided into two groups. With the number of nodes increasing, RTs when "γ = 0.1, 0.3, 0.7 and 0.9" are very close and obviously have longer running time than that of the other three γ values. Furthermore, regardless of is 0.2 or 0.6, RTs when γ is assigned 0 and 1 both are lower than that of "γ = 0.5" and RT when "γ = 1" is always the best. The main cause is that the time of data reading and computing is relatively reduced when the service degree is regarded as the only trustworthiness measurement factor between nodes. Meanwhile, It also shows that the effectiveness of D2-TOC based on multiple social factors is to pay a certain amount of time. Fig.4 describes the NMI scores of D2-TOC that is a function of the timestamps on DBLP, and different curves indicate that the values of γ are different. Clearly, the NMI values of all curves increase first and then decrease with the increasing of γ , and it is the inflection point when γ = 0.5. Similar to the experiment on the synthetic network, the curve performance of γ = 0.5 is still the best one in that of all γ values, and the highest NMI values when γ = 0.5 on DBLP is up to 0.63.
Apparently, regardless of the synthetic network or the real-world networks, both NMI and RT when γ = 0.6 are always worse than that when γ = 0.2. It is because, the smaller η enables the communities easier to identify; correspondingly, the values of NMI are higher and the values of RT are relatively smaller. Furthermore, the NMI with ''γ = 0.5'' has always been the best. The main cause is that the formation of mobile IoT communities is motivated by the high contact probability between users, and the high recency guarantees the integrity of data transmission, at the same time, in the progress of nodes clustering, the higher the service degree between nodes is, the higher the security is. Therefore, the higher weight coefficient of the service degree is used to discover trustworthy overlapping communities.
b: RANDOM WALKS PARAMETERS
For testing random walks parameters, we first set "γ = 0.5" which effect is the best in accordance with the above experiment. Then, we use various parameter values to evaluate the influence of random walks parameters including χ and κ on the D2-TOC performance. Finally, the NMI values at each timestamp are gained. Fig.5 and Fig.6 plot the experimental results on the synthetic network and real-world networks respectively, which show that each NMI value based on multiple combinations of κ and χ is a function of timestamp. Fig.5 shows that the accuracy of community discovery increases with the increase of total times and hops of random walks whether η is 0.2 or 0.6. In particular, when η = 0.2 and using longer hops and larger times of random walks such as κ = 90 and χ = 90, the best NMI results will be obtained, which average value is up to 0.64. The main cause is that random walks are some random processes in mobile IoT. The result of χ * κ determines the accuracy of the actual labels executed by random processes, and the larger the former is, the higher the latter is. Meanwhile, the better the accuracy is, the longer running time is. Therefore, to comprise running time and the accuracy of community detection on the synthetic networks, χ and κ should be both set to 90. the NMI values of the κ = 90 and χ = 90 combination are still the highest one in all combinations regardless of being tested on the synthetic network or DBLP network. The average NMI value when κ = 90 and χ = 90 on DBLP is up to 0.58. In other words, except for special declarations, κ = 90 and χ = 90 in all experiments, which is speedy and effective enough to produce acceptable results for large-scale data.
Seen from all above experiments, when "γ = 0.5" and "χ = 90, κ = 90", the D2-TOC exhibits the best goodness of fit and the best performance on the synthetic network. Therefore, in the next experiments, we adopt "γ = 0.5" and "χ = 90, κ = 90" for D2-TOC. 
2) RATIONALITY VALIDATION OF THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM
To illustrate the rationality of the mean value theorem of the sliding windows used in the evolution of D2-TOC overlapping communities, we first compute the running time of D2-TOC with and without this theorem on Dolphins, Polbooks, DBLP and Reddit, respectively. Then, based on EQ, the accuracy of the number of DBLP communities is assessed by contrasting the D2-TOC algorithm with and without the mean value theorem. The experimental results are shown in Table 3 and Fig.7 , respectively.
Known from Table 3 , the running time of D2-TOC with and without the mean value theorem both increase with the increasing of the number of network nodes. However, regardless of the real networks, D2-TOC with the mean value theorem is always less than that without the mean value theorem in terms of the running time. Especially, for Polbooks, the running time of the former is only a little more than 1/4 of that of the latter. Furthermore, Fig.7 also plots the corresponding effect of EQ to the number of communities on DBLP when D2-TOC uses and does not use the mean value theorem of the sliding windows in the evolution of communities. Apparently, when the EQ values of the two curves both are relatively high, the number of communities is between 2 and 5. The number of communities is 3 when the EQ value of D2-TOC with the mean value theorem is the highest, and it is 4 when the EQ value of D2-TOC without the mean value theorem is the highest. However, the real number of communities of DBLP network is 3. Summing up all results conclude that it is viable and effective to use the mean value theorem of the sliding windows in the evolution of communities when D2-TOC divides the community structures.
• Comparison Analysis To validate the accuracy and efficiency of our D2-TOC scheme, we compare it against UEOC, LFM, Kim-Han and VOLUME 6, 2018 DEMON on the synthetic network by using different changing parameters such as η, c o and the timestamp, and several famous real-world networks. The results are plotted in Fig.8 and Fig.9 , respectively. Fig.8(a) shows the NMI values as a function of η on the synthetic network. Regardless of the values of η, NMI values of D2-TOC are always higher than UEOC, LFM, Kim-Han and DEMON. Furthermore, with the value of η increasing, the down speed is slower than other algorithms for NMI values of D2-TOC, thus reflecting the efficiency of the seeds selection and expansion strategy in D2-TOC, and verifying that it is necessary to handle free nodes in the networks for D2-TOC. Meanwhile, UEOC is a local community detection algorithm based on a Markov random walk method and a cutoff criterion, and it has higher time complexity to identify overall community structures because it needs to execute two steps: unfolding and extracting when detecting a community. LFM randomly chose the network nodes as the starting nodes, and the stronger randomness made the community division results be not stable enough. Kim-Han divided communities by employing a density-based clustering method, and it took a lot of time to pay attention to the state of each sub-community, which increased the service delay. DEMON first needed to extend the community for each node in the networks, and then merged these communities. This easily forms multiple independent communities, making the accuracy decline and the time complexity increase. Fig.8(b) plots the NMI values as a function of c o on the synthetic network. We can see that the NMI values of D2-TOC are higher than UEOC, LFM, Kim-Han and DEMON with the increasing of network overlap degree c o . The main reason is that D2-TOC uses the social similarity and the optimal fitness function to discover heuristically overlapping nodes in the network. Fig.8(c) describes the NMI values with the changing of the timestamp on the synthetic network. From Fig.8(c) , we can observe that, compared with DEMON, LFM has only a weak advantage in the community detection accuracy0. Although UEOC is closest to our D2-TOC, the community detection accuracy achieved by D2-TOC is far better than the accuracies of community detection achieved by LFM, Kim-Han and DEMON in the dynamic network. The main reason is that, in the process of dynamic community detection, D2-TOC utilizes not only a random walks strategy but also the mean value theorem of sliding windows to better discover meaning community topically and structurally. Fig.9 illustrates the comparable results of ARI and EQ between D2-TOC, UEOC, LFM, DEMON and Kim-Han on the real-world networks, respectively. Because the number of communities of Jazz network is unknown in advance, we do not use it in the ARI tests. Seen from Fig.9(a) , even if the ARI values of D2-TOC, UEOC and LFM are very close on all the networks, the D2-TOC still performs best. The ARI performance of DEMON and Kim-Han are worse than that of other three methods on all the networks, especially on DBLP and Reddit, the difference is very clear, and D2-TOC with the highest ARI is about 1.82 and 1.58 times as much as Kim-Han with the lowest ARI, respectively. In Fig.9(b) , the EQ value of UEOC is the closest to that of our D2-TOC method and just a little lower than the latter. Although the EQ value of D2-TOC method is slightly lower than that of LFM on Polbooks network, it is always higher than that of other algorithms on Dolphins, Jazz, DBLP and Reddit, which indicates the high efficiency of D2-TOC. The main cause is that D2-TOC enables higher quality community segmentation via using random walks strategy to find compact seeds.
The comparison results shown in Fig.8 and Fig.9 fully explain that our D2-TOC has better performance than UEOC, LFM, Kim-Han and DEMON. In the experiments of the synthetic network, for the changing η, the average accuracy of D2-TOC is up to 0.78, which is approximately 1.46 percent higher than UEOC, 8.8 percent higher than LFM, 20.1 percent higher than Kim-Han, and 13.7 percent higher than DEMON. For the changing c o , the average accuracies of D2-TOC, UEOC, LFM, Kim-Han and DEMON are 0.7, 0.68, 0.64, 0.53 and 0.51, respectively; clearly, the performance of D2-TOC is very close to that of UEOC. In the evolution of continuous timestamps, the average D2-TOC accuracy is up to about 0.6, which is 1.09 times as much as UEOC, 1.23 times as much as LFM, 1.48 times as much as Kim-Han, and 1.3 times as much as DEMON, respectively. In the experiments of the real-world networks, for Dolphins and DBLP, D2-TOC with the highest ARI value is only 2.1 percent and 3.3 percent higher than UEOC with the second highest ARI value, respectively. For Polbooks and Reddit, D2-TOC with the highest ARI value is about 1.01 times and 1.02 times as much as LFM with the second highest ARI value. Meanwhile, for Dolphins, Jazz and DBLP, the EQ value of D2-TOC is 0.43, 0.61 and 0.3 respectively, which are about 5 percent higher than UEOC which EQ value is the second highest. For Polbooks, the EQ value of LFM is the highest and is about 1.1 times as much as D2-TOC. For Reddit, the EQ value of D2-TOC is 0.15 that is about 13 percent higher than LFM, here which is the second highest. The above experimental data further confirms the superiority of our D2-TOC scheme in many aspects.
VI. CONCLUSION
To improve the accuracy and efficiency of overlapping community detection in the mobile IoT, some trustworthiness discovery schemes are needed urgently. We design a dynamic detection scheme of trustworthiness overlapping community (D2-TOC), which first employs the contact probability, the recency and the service degree to measure the trustworthiness relationships between nodes. Second, it constructs all related objects, and designs the process of trustworthiness community initialization in view of seeds expansion and random walks, mainly including the following steps: 1) seed communities' discovery, 2) similar seed communities' merging, 3) communities' expansion mining, and 4) optimization of communities set. Third, overlapping community structures evolve with time by using a random walks strategy and the mean value theorem of sliding windows. The experimental results on both the synthetic network and several commonly used real-world networks have confirmed that D2-TOC scheme performs better than UEOC, LFM, Kim-Han and DEMON in terms of accuracy and efficiency. 
